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Prepared by Debra Paros, July 25 – August 9, 2014 

Introduction 
  

On July 24, 2014 Debra Paros showed Quin Clements several sections of our SMCA roads. Quin 
is a principal and vice president at Davido Consulting Group, an engineering firm offering expertise in 
civil, structural, and land use issues.  As a home owner on Whidbey Island Quin relates to our situation 
of being responsible for our own road maintenance and restoration costs, because he too lives on a 
private road. Luckily it rained hard the prior 24-hours and the resulting standing water provided 
obvious indicators of specific problem areas. Other problem areas were also shown to Quin for his 
evaluation; these areas were documented previously on a CD through photographs, descriptions, and a 
road system diagram. Quin walked from the end of Snowberry Lane to Grasser Hill Rd and from the 
intersection of Sky Meadows and Sky Crest to the entrance at Libbey Rd.  This report lists all of Quin’s 
comments which were both of a general nature i.e. statements/advice/recommendations that would 
apply to all similar problem areas/conditions as well as uniquely specific recommendations.  

Text printed in red is reserved for all road repairs recommended for completion in 1-2 years and 
actions/steps that we need to take now. Italicized words are used as operational terms with specific 
meaning and application.  

Do not take comments out of context; always look to see what the outline hierarchy is for any 
comment. For example, the comment --The maximum area recommended by the engineer to dig out is ~ 3,745 
sq ft—does not refer to several areas, but rather to one area on Sky Meadows Drive near the entrance. 
This comment’s location is B.1.b.3). Given what is stated in B., we know that The maximum area… refers 
to the entrance to our neighborhood and not to our entire road system. 
 
Conclusions 
 

1) The roads in our neighborhood are well-designed for drainage and runoff, but  

2) there are a few small areas where the grading should be corrected at the time any repairs to the 
asphalt are made in the future (See below for elaboration, SBFE).  

3) “Do not apply an overlay until much later.” The condition of our asphalt is surprisingly good given 
its age (Most roads need a 2-in overlay of new asphalt to restore them after 25 years due to oxidation 
and loss of plasticizer.) but  

4) there is one contiguous area that should be repaired in 1-2 years (SBFE).  

5) There are other smaller areas that will need to be repaired in the future when they become a bigger 
problem; these areas where there is cracking, settling, depression formation, and mild alligatoring do 
not require anything at this time (SBFE).  

6) The cracks near the intersection of Grasser Hill Rd and Sky Crest Dr need to be filled now with 
emulsified asphalt. (SBFE).  

7) Any areas holding water (~4 in or larger in diameter) need to be kept free of silt, needles, dirt, and 
debris in order to slow the process of water intrusion into the asphalt (SBFE).  

8) Our HOA will need to develop a fund to cover the costs of asphalt repairs. We will need a small 
amount ($250.00?) ASAP for application of emulsified asphalt in two or more areas; ~$5,000.00 to repair 
the entrance area and possibly 1-2 small patches; and ongoing accumulation of funds for future repairs. 
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Early Repair Projects, Procedures, Processes, Asphalt Specifications, Contractors 
 

A. Areas where there are simple, single-ray cracks should be immediately filled in with an emulsified 
asphalt. This is a procedure that should only be done by a contractor with experience using such 
products and not by home owners. If the crack remains exposed to water, the seepage will 
continue to destroy the underlying base of the road. Eventually depressions in the asphalt will 
form and a network of cracking. If this happens then a major dig out and refill and overlay is 
needed. To avoid this and to postpone any major repairs, get the crack sealed. 
 
1. There are at least two areas in the neighborhood that need this ASAP: 

a. A crack that crosses the width of Grasser Hill Rd near its intersection with Sky Crest. 
1) Quin sees signs that this crack might be related to a nearby utility trench He thinks 

some work was probably done on that trench which resulted in the crack formation. 
b. A crack radiating out into Sky Crest near the mailboxes at Grasser Hill Rd.  
c. We should determine any other cracks in other locations to get filled at the same time. 
d. We need to contact professionals who do this work and get a bid. Once all the cracks have 

been identified then I will calculate a total number of linear feet to be referred to when 
getting the bid.  
 

B. The one area we should repair this year or next year is at the entrance to our neighborhood.  
1. Cracks, alligatoring, and depressions are numerous throughout the beginning section of Sky 

Meadows Drive.  
a. The engineer can see telltale signs suggesting that when the subdivision was first 

developed, an asphalt apron was poured at the entrance to intersect with Libbey Rd. 
Sometime later the rest of the road was covered in asphalt. Now, this apron area is 
degrading. Possible reasons include: base layers and grading ill-prepared, stress from 
heavy equipment during the development phase. 

b. Quin’s recommendation is to dig out one contiguous area, rebuild the base, fill with 
asphalt and add an overlay.  
1) Though roads can be fixed/restored with a series of patches, he feels it would be easier 

to fix this area as well as make it look better if we dig out one large area to include all 
the major degraded sections. 

2) We will need to discuss with our asphalt contractors how they plan to treat the 
interfaces between this new area and the road above it, and Libbey Rd below it, in 
order to assure an impervious seal and a pleasing appearance. 

3) The maximum area recommended by the engineer to dig out is ~ 3,745 sq ft. However, 
there are valid arguments for reducing this area either ~504 sq ft or 819 sq ft, making 
the total square footage at 3,241 or 2,926.  Why?—It all depends on where we draw the 
line. The worse areas are concentrated within the smallest area of choice. By increasing 
the area we include parts of the road that have mild or early stage deterioration. If the 
difference in cost is significant then we might want to limit the work to the smallest 
area and hope that the rate of deterioration is slow. After all, there will be other areas 
throughout the road system that will eventually need dig out.  If the difference in cost 
is small, such as 0-10%, then we may want to chose the maximum area.  
a.) Use these values strategically when getting bids from asphalt contractors. 
b.) The SMCA Roads Committee will have to indicate with a paint stroke these three 

different lines.  
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c.) When asphalt contractors come out to look at the area and bid on the project, then 
they should also measure it with a measuring wheel to get a more accurate figure 
for total square feet. I am considering buying one.  

d.) Quin was quite confident that this project should only cost us $5,000.00 total. I 
suggest that we not mention this amount up front when we ask for bids. We can 
always use it as a negotiating point later once we decide who we prefer to work 
with. 

 
C. Here are some issues and guidelines for dig out areas.  

1. Thickness of asphalt. Regarding areas earmarked for future dig-out (not due to grading 
problems but rather due to degradation of base layers and alligatoring at surface), I asked 
how thick the asphalt need be and Quin’s reply was emphatically “Two inches.”  

2. Fill layers. He added: “There are all sorts of roadway construction combinations used but one 
we typically see is 6 inches of crushed surfacing base course (gravel), 2 inches of crushed surfacing 
top course (gravel) and 2 inches of asphalt.” 
a. This combination would result in the dig out area being sealed to and flush with the 

surrounding road surfaces, thus creating what is referred to as a patch. 
3. Patches. Quinn later emailed me answers to some questions and said, “The patch itself 

can be a standalone fix without the overlay meaning that once the gravel is placed 
asphalt is then laid to finish the patch. Additional overlay can occur any time after 
the patch is complete.” In other words, overlay on a patch is optional. 

 
D. Overlay vs. Chip seal.  Though the county uses chip seal to repair roads, this is most likely not 

going to be a choice for our neighborhood. There are several reasons for this. We probably won’t 
even be able to find a private contractor who does this. Secondly, we probably won’t want to go 
that route because it is a process that will only buy us a short period of renewal before we have to 
fix the road again. The county chooses to use chip seal because they don’t always have the funds 
for overlay and it does allow them to fix more problems with their limited budget. Also, they have 
an operation that is set up to apply chip seal efficiently and economically. It buys them time, but 
only five years. In comparison, overlay, costing 3-5x more money, provides 15-20 years of 
restoration. 

 
E. Do not use overlay alone to correct grading problems. Grading problems should only be corrected 

by first doing a dig-out and reforming the base followed by a 2 in overlay. 
 

F. Do not overlay before fixing the problems underneath. Anywhere you overlay over alligatoring 
or a depression and the base is not repaired, then the cracking will soon extend up through the 
new layer of overlay. 
 

G. “Oil slurry/chip slurry: what do you have to say about it for road repair?” He replied, “You don’t 
want that…that is used for parking lots.” 

 
H. Quin’s opinion/experience: Asphalt contractors--because their work is hands-on all the time--

they are able to give you product- and process- recommendations for a given application. 
 

I. One contractor can do/will do all steps required from dig out to patch completion to overlay. 
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J. Best time of year to have road work done.  If we have areas in need of overlay or areas of overlay 
and areas in need of dig out, then the best time for applying overlay is August and September.  
1. A typical scenario: 1st the dig out work is done and that area filled to create a patch. 2nd two 

weeks later, a 2-inch overlay is applied to the areas needing overlay as well as to the patches. 
2. In other words, if we are having larger areas covered with 2 in of overlay, then we can have 

some or all of the patches also covered with overlay at that time.  
a. Factors determining which patches receive an overlay: integrity of the patch; proximity to 

other areas scheduled for overlay; size; appearance; proximity to utility trench, etc. 
 

Further Observations and Recommendations from the Engineer 
 
At the dog-leg of Snowberry Lane. The asphalt in this area appears to have been poured at different 
times. The condition of the road looks typical of roads that have base failure due to migration of 
substrate. The section of asphalt along Shellenbarger’s property does not need to be dug out nor 
repaired. On the other side, along Anderson’s property, the asphalt looks somewhat in worse condition, 
but it also is not in need of any repairs. These sections of the road are not yet raveling i.e. not yet loosing 
binder due to water seeping through the asphalt. He feels that cyclic maintenance should be practiced to 
postpone the inevitable extreme damage. The drain area of Snowberry is “not yet terrible,” according to 
the engineer. He further added, “Eventually a tear out will be needed and at that time you should do a 
re-grade in this area.” He felt that the road was doing its job in terms of draining water effectively. The 
engineer concluded that Snowberry Lane was actually well-designed with regard to both dimensions. 
 
Sections of both roads along the Piercy property. A small depression near the driveway was holding 
water. A pile of fine tree debris was allowing this puddle to persist and to hold more water than it 
would otherwise. Quin said that dirt and debris from trees should be regularly swept off all the roads in 
order to slow the rate of asphalt deterioration. He felt that this small depression could be due to a tree 
root.  “Do not just put down an overlay here to repair this depression; it would have to be dug out first 
and then repaired.” The engineer looked closely at the condition of Sky Crest along the Piercy property. 
He felt it showed only mild degradation. However, there is a small area that is “pretty bad” right at the 
end of the tree row near the stable yard; this area needs a dig out and then a patch. He recommended 
doing that work at a later time when there are other areas that also need a dig out and patch. The Roads 
Committee might include this work in any bids from contractors, unless the Board decides not to have 
this area included with the repairs at the entrance. I have not measured this small, “pretty bad” area. 
 
Sky Meadows Dr along Good’s property. There are areas here where there is standing water:  in the 
middle of the lane closest to Good’s and also along the center line of the road. Quin underscored that 
this water leads to problems. However, he said there is nothing he’d recommend to do at the moment; 
“wait until something goes wrong before you do the dig out here”. When a dig out is done then the 
grade problem in this area should be fixed. 
 
Various patches and depressions. The engineer was not sure what caused the depression near 
Hollywood’s driveway, but it is an area requiring dig out in the future. He recommended the size of the 
patch to extend ~2 ft beyond the uphill side of the depression. The patch near Bledsoe’s driveway might 
have been due to a utility trench issue, but the patch seems to be preventing damage to the base layer. 
This patch might need to be dug out in the future, but it is fine for now. 
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Libbey Rd. I asked if the substrate layer at our entrance might be getting water intrusion from Libbey 
Rd. He felt that was unlikely and hard to prove, though there is a crack along the interface. Quin 
believes our damage resides mostly in the apron asphalt of the initial subdivision development. 
 
History of Referrals 
 

In March I contacted the director of a national asphalt commission which I found online. He 
referred me to my regional TIB. Early in April I spoke with the TIB representative for our area about our 
roads and whether we could get any support from the state. The answer was no, because of our location 
outside of town. He did think that it might be worthwhile trying to find some national funding given 
our status inside a national reserve. He also recommended that I contact the Coupeville City Engineer 
who owns a private asphalt road company. Later in April I interviewed the City Engineer for 45 
minutes. I wrote reports on the comments made by all of these engineers. The City Engineer 
recommended that I contact the engineering firm DAVID-O for any further needs. I communicated by 
phone, email, and voice mail every month from late April through August with Quin Clements of 
David-O Consulting Group, Inc., Phone: 360-331-4131; Cell 360-914-0772; FAX: 360-331-5131; E-mail: 
quin@dcgengr.com; P.O. Box 1132 Freeland, WA 98249 http://www.dcgengr.com. I wish to be the lead 
contact person from our community regarding communications with this engineer. It is important that 
we do not abuse the privilege of his gracious assessment of our roads by taking up his time further 
without actually hiring him. 
 
 
 

http://www.dcgengr.com/


Crack & Patch Asphalt Quality Sealer 4sep2014 
 
Ref: Asphalt  Quality Sealers 
 
Work to be completed will consist of : 
Patching: 
Saw cut out  damaged asphalt .  
Patch and repair with 3” hot asphalt.  
Compact and seal edges 
Approx 3859sq ft  
Price for labor and materials ……$15,436.00+ Tax 
 
Crack Seal:  
Fill cracks with rubberized material 
1930 linear ft 
Price for labor and materials…………$1,930.00 + Tax 
 
Respectfully Submitted 
Wes Fann 
Owner  
 
Note: 
Subsequent conversation between Wes Fann and Jim Cline – Wes acknowledged he (or his wife) made 
a decimal point error. (Should be 193 linear ft rather than 1930 linear feet). 
 
Mons, 
I don’t have a bid. My last conversation with Wes was that he was going to check why the first bid was so high 
with 1930 linear feet. Have not heard back. I think we should propose to him that he fill the cracks we have 
identified and also walk the roads with him prior to beginning the filling process to mark which crack need filling. 
Even with the additional cracks in my amended survey it should not exceed $500.00. 
Jim.  22 September 2014 
 



From: Debra Paros [mailto:dmparos@comcast.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, September 23, 2014 11:09 AM 
To: 'Mons Hoyrup' 
Cc: 'Jim Cline'; 'Robert Vernon' 
Subject: scraping debris from road edges 
  
Please consider and respond to the following issues about scraping. 
  
1.      Someone should do a trial run to see if this actually does work before  proposing it to the board 
or trying to find others to participate. 

  
2.      I’m trying to think of what might go wrong—such as –I  would not like to see several inches of 
exposed dirt beyond the edge of the road.  In other words, once the grass or top layer is sloughed off 
the yard area then  home owners will have to reseed, prep to reseed, etc.  If not then weeds will 
immediately move in. 

  
3.      I have also noticed in some areas there is a zone of embedded gravel with grass growing on top 
of this zone. 

A.     I don’t think homeowners would appreciate if this gravel and stones get scraped up all along the 
perimeter of their property into the yard area where they mow.  

B.     If this process of scraping of the asphalt margins of the roads does scrape into the yard area, 
then in a couple years you might see even worse over growth at the margins due to the weeds that 
move in. 

  
4.      Not all the road experts agreed on the necessity of the scraping. 

5.      No one has actually pointed to existing damage caused by this debris. 

6.      And not too long ago when we discussed through email on the necessity of scraping I got the 
impression that one or more of you didn’t think it was such a good idea after all. 

7.      Scraping is obviously not an emergency nor something that must be done this week. 

A.     It is not necessary prior to the crack filling work.  

B.     I think it should only be a done a few months prior to any major work such as an overlay.  

C.     It is not needed for the entrance repairs because the entrance will be a dig out. 

  

8.      A more proactive approach to dealing with this encroachment of debris onto the margins of our 
roads is to do the following: 

A.     Invest in a implement to attach to more than one of our community tractors that can used 
annually to clean back debris and deposits. 

1.      Price?--$1,000?—2,000? 

2.      Possibly this implement will not require any scraping prior to its use as a method to keep things 
clean on a regular basis. 

3.      If “scraping”-action  is necessary, then each home owner would be responsible for cutting 
back/shoveling out by hand any encroaching growth/debris from their own property 

 Thanks, 

Debra Paros 

mailto:dmparos@comcast.net


 









 
 
 
 
 

Road Committee Consolidated Report 24 Sept 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This report is a summary of SMCA road issues and solutions for repair, renovation and maintenance. 
There are multiple pages to this report. 
 
 

1. Road Committee Finding and Recommendations Summary by MHoyrup 19 Sept 2014 

2. REPORT OF THE ROAD COMMITTEE JCline 19 Sept 2014 

3. Repair and Slurry Seal cost analysis BVernon Sept 2014 

4. Scraping debris_road edges_Kurt Gordon    From Debra Paros 23 September 2014  

5.  Recommendations from Kurt Gordon on Overlay vs. Chip Seal vs. Slurry Seal for Entire Road 
System plus Two Options for Entrance and Sky Meadows Drive, by Debra Paros 24 Sept 2014 
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Road Committee Finding and Recommendations Summary by MHoyrup 19 Sept 2014 
 
Road Properties: 
Two 11 ft lanes 
Sky Meadows: 0.50 miles, 2640 ft, 58,080 sq ft, 6453 sq yds 
Sky Crest: 0.49 miles, 2587 ft, 56,914 sq ft, 6331 sq yds 
Snowberry: 0.15 miles, 792 ft, 17,424 sq ft, 1936 sq yds. 
3 cul-de-sacs, 3 tee intersections, 200 sq yds additional. 
Total asphalt area, 14,920 sq yds. 
 
Asphalt quantities (150 lb/cu ft): 
1 ½ -  inch overlay: 168 lb/sq yd, 1258 Tons total 
2 – inch overlay: 225 lb/sq yd, 1678 Tons total 
 
Order of work to be performed: 

1. Scrape soil and organic material off the road edges 
2. Fill single ray cracks as soon as possible. 
3. Remove alligatored and depressed areas of asphalt, 6 -inches of sub-base gravel, re-fill and re-

compact then patch with asphalt (2015 or 2016). 
4. Add an overlay of asphalt to entire road system (within 5 to 7 years of patching).  Life of 

overlay is 25 years. 
5. Optional  to the asphalt overlay (but not recommended by professionals) is the application of a 

slurry seal (every 6 to 10 years) 
6. Optional: Lay 10 ft of asphalt at all (13) gravel driveways  (Same time frame as overlay). 

 
Cost of work to be performed: 

1. No estimate here (may be done by volunteers). 
2. $900 (+tax). 
3. $15,436 Asphalt Quality Sealers or $13,600 Lakeside Industries (+ tax and contingency). 
4. $119,000  for a 1 ½ – inch overlay or $127,000  for a 2 – inch overlay (+ tax and contingency). 
5. $ 47,150 (+tax). 
6. $2600 is a rough estimate at this time (13 places, $200 each). 
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REPORT OF THE ROAD COMMITTEE JCline 19 Sept 2014 

 
After several weeks of research and debate here are our recommendations. 
This year, providing we can beat the weather, we should fill the significant cracks in our roads to 
prevent water infiltration that would degrade the base. Wes Fann of Asphalt Quality Sealers has been 
recommended by other asphalt contractors that do not do sealing. He is willing seal the cracks that we 
identify at a rate of $1.00 per linear foot. This could be as low as 200 feet or up to 400 feet . We have 
identified cracks in an attached report entitled A SURVEY OF CRACKS AND ALLIGATORING 
DIGOUTS ON ROADS OF SKYMEADOW COMMUNITY. A good way to proceed would be for our 
committee to meet with the contractor before the sealing begins and mark out cracks to be sealed. This 
would combine the information we have acquired with his expertise. We should get started with 
process as soon as possible. 
Step two would be to dig out and replace an area of about 3850 square feet in the vicinity of the big 
SKY MEADOW entry  sign. This area has degraded the substructure and need to be replaced. Quin 
Clements of Davido Consulting Group recommends we do this in 1 to 2 years. Contractors we have 
talked to agree. We have two bids for this work. Lakeside Industries bid is $13,600.00. Asphalt Quality 
Sealers bid is $15.436.00. Both do not include tax. We should rebid this with possibly other contractors 
when the project is scheduled. Two years from now would be a reasonable time frame. 
The third step would be to completely overlay the roads with either asphalt overlay of 1 ½ or 2 inches 
of asphalt paving or a slurry seal process. The engineer says “Do not overlay until much later.” An 
estimate for 1 ½ inch asphalt overlay from Lakeside Industries is $119,100.00. This should last another 
25 years. The slurry option would apply the slurry every 6 to 10 years. An estimate from Black Line, 
Inc. is $47,154.25. Both options may require additional expense if it is necessary to dig out and patch 
sections where alligatoring has degraded the substrate so much that overlay or slurry cannot be applied 
over that area. Again this need not be done for several years. We have not reached a conclusion on 
which approach would be best. 
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Repair and Slurry Seal cost analysis BVernon Sept 2014 
 
Based on the information gathered to date from experts and contractors, it is my belief that the Association can 
implement a road repair and maintenance program along the following lines, which could be financed with an 
annual Reserve Fund contribution of $250 per property owner: 
 
1. Cracks would be sealed/filled as appropriate immediately. Sufficient funds remain in Association accounts to 
pay the costs of this work. 
2. Repairs of the roadways would commence in summer of 2015 with the most urgent/necessary work only. 
Costs would be paid for from funds raised from fees collected for the new "Road Reserve Fund" to be 
established at the 2015 Annual Meeting. (The amended rules would require that all payments to the Road 
Reserve Fund would be due and payable in January at the Annual Meeting so that those funds are available at 
the beginning of the calendar year.) 
3. The remainder of the roadway repairs, including the overlay at the entry at Libbey Road (assuming that can 
be done for $7k) would be completed in the summer of 2016. (Total of collected Reserve Funds by this date will 
have been $17,500 [assuming 35 lots x $250 x 2 years].) (NOTE: If any repairs can be delayed until 2017, that 
will make payment far easier.) 
4. A Slurry Seal Type II would be applied to the roadway in the summer of 2022. (Total collections for the 
Reserve Fund from 2015 through 2022 will have been $70,000--sufficient to pay all costs to date. This rate of 
collection should be more than enough to cover ongoing costs of maintenance and another Slurry Seal in 7-10 
years.) 
5. If the Board decides that it can't wait until 2022 and wishes to apply the Slurry Seal in 2021, or even 2020, it 
can always seek permission to temporarily raise the Road Reserve Fund annual assessment. Or it can use it's 
authority under the Governing Documents to borrow the shortfall in the Reserve Fund and repay the loan from 
the assessments once they are collected in the normal course. 
 
I would recommend this approach to the Board over the only other possible alternative---an overlay instead of a 
Slurry Seal, simply on the basis of cost impact to the community. If we followed the same timeline as above 
(which offers the least impact on our pocketbooks), opting for the overlay would require us to amass a reserve 
fund of approximately $145,000 (after sales taxes) during an 8-year collection period. That would cost each 
property owner $517 per year for the Road Reserve Fund. And if the Board decided it couldn't wait until 2022 
and wanted to do it in 2020, that would raise the annual average to $690 (vs. $333 for the Slurry Seal option). 
 
Bear in mind that we cannot apply a Slurry Seal or an overlay until we've saved sufficiently to pay for it in full, 
and one costs more than three times the other. I'm basing my suggested plan on the contractor's assessment that 
we could wait 6-8 years before we would have to resurface the roadway. This gives us a reasonable period of 
time to raise the money, and to impose an assessment fee that doesn't seem too onerous but can be sustained 
over an indefinite period of time. 
 
Yes, an overlay will last us for 25 years. But we don't have a budget that allows us to spend that much or borrow 
that much without a significant amount of pain to a lot of members of our community. Plus, a $250 per year 
assessment funds an ongoing maintenance program that can run indefinitely without significant change. It's 
enough to pay for regularly needed repairs and repeated applications of Slurry Seals, just as cities and counties 
do all around the country. It gives us a quality road surface so long as the road bed itself remains structurally 
sound. It's a reasonable and financially friendly solution to our needs, and I think it's worthy of our 
recommendation. 
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Scraping debris_road edges_Kurt Gordon    From Debra Paros 23 September 2014 
 
I spoke to asphalt contractor Kurt Gordon today about scraping debris from asphalt road margins. Here are his 
concerns and recommendations. 
 
I) Yes, growth and debris needs to be kept back off the asphalt, especially if it is trapping and holding 
water there. (This is also in the DAVID-O report) 

ii) If you see water or moisture anywhere, then go out and shovel out by hand the material along that 
section. 

Iii) I asked him his opinion on using an implement on a tractor to scrape and he replied:  My concern is that 
you could easily chip off sections of asphalt unintentionally by doing this. If you need to remove material, try 
using hand equipment. 

iv) I asked him if he knew about rotary brush implements for tractors that could remove such 
debris/encroaching growth and he replied: I have not come across any such implements nor seen anyone doing 
that on roads, but maybe there is something available. 

a) However, I have seen people use a powered broom for routine maintenance of grounds and their roads, 
or for clean up after a landscaping project; this would be good to use in your neighborhood on a regular basis. 

b) Wes of Quality Asphalt Sealers has a powered steel wire brush that he uses to remove moss from asphalt 
areas prior to doing asphalt repairs. This is a very intense scrubbing tool, and that is the only application I’ve 
seen it used for. 

v) His conclusion-like statements:  “In your neighborhood just keep the road swept clean on a regular basis. 
Any areas where there is water pooling or moisture lingering then those are the areas to hand scrape nearby.” 
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5. Recommendations from  Kurt Gordon on Overlay vs. Chip Seal vs. Slurry Seal for Entire Road System plus 
Two Options for Entrance and Sky Meadows Drive, From Debra Paros 24 September 2014 

A. I am not in agreement with all of the opinions, recommendations, and figures pointed out in sections 1-3 
above. The Road Committee has not yet produced a unified proposal for all the different road projects.  

B. We are in agreement about using Wes of Quality Asphalt Sealers to do our crack sealing at $1.00/ ft, but 
there is still some ambiguity about how many linear feet.  From Jim Cline’s original list of 12 areas and 
from Kurt Gordon’s inspection of these 12 areas the total linear feet of single ray cracks is approximately 
118. This total linear feet of crack sealing refers to #2, #4a-c, #7, #8 on the list of 12. 

C. Alligatored areas should not be filled with emulsified asphalt, but rather restored differently, either dig out, 
or overlay, or chip seal. We are still accumulating information to decide on which of those potential 12 areas 
should actually be fixed with a dig out. Kurt Gordon pointed out that some of these areas do not require dig 
out, but rather would be restored when the whole road system received either overlay or chip- seal. 

D. There are two areas on the list of 12 that could easily be repaired by Wes: 1) #1 of 12: cutout by Comcast, 
intersection of Snowberry and Skycrest; 2) #6 of 12: south edge of cul de sac on Skycrest. We do not yet 
know what he would charge for these two areas or whether he would do it on the same day as crack sealing. 

E. According to Kurt Gordon’s assessment the only two areas where dig-out is possibly needed is #3 and #9. 
#3: Skycrest west of Grasser Hill, 10’x100’.  He said this is not so critical a situation at this time.  The 
digout and overlay would cost $4.00 per sq ft. The reason for that unit cost being high is because there are 
no other areas in our neighborhood for digout.  #9: small depression at Cline driveway. This depression can 
only be fixed with a digout recommended at 8ft x 4ft. He also warned that there could be a log underneath. 
Kurt Gordon’s recommendations are in part based on 30 yrs of work on roads in the Useless Bay Colony 
and golf course.  He has not experienced telegraphing of previous cracks/alligatoring up through his 2in 
overlays; this is why he thinks we should avoid expensive digout previously recommended by engineers. 

F. Kurt Gordon of Island Asphalt has been out here twice this summer and has made recommendations which 
I’ve written up and submitted to the Board. Yesterday we talked on the phone again about how to restore the 
neighborhood entrance area and the sections of Skymeadows Drive up toward the first bend in the road. 
These areas are #10, #11, and #12 on Jim Cline’s List of 12. After reconsidering the condition of the 
alligatoring at the entrance, #12 in the list, he doesn’t feel it warrants an expensive digout.  Instead, he 
recommends a 2 in overlay for the entrance, an area of 3200 sq ft, and the cost would be $7,000. Yesterday 
he proposed an alternative for us: For that same cost we could use chipseal (not overlay) and go from 
Libbey Rd all the way up to include the areas described in #10 and #11.--We should seriously consider this. 

G. Three engineers said that slurry seal is not an option for us. I consulted with Kurt Gordon yesterday about 
slurry seal and here are his comments. I am not an expert on slurry seal, but my experience is that I have 
never seen it hold up. It is a process that is used in hot climates and almost never seen here up here. 

H. I asked Kurt Gordon to further elaborate on the positives and negatives of chipseal vs. overlay and here are 
his comments. Chipseal is a great product and it is often used instead of overlay because it costs one fourth 
as much. Keep in mind that overlay (15-20 years) will last about three times longer than chipseal (5-7 
years). The only reason not to use chipseal is for aesthetics. Chipseal has a heavier tack due to the loose 
rocks that are rolled into it. If you don’t like the light grey color then there is a black tack spray that can be 
applied afterwards. A road with chipseal gives a rough ride which can be advantageous wherever more 
traction is needed or wanted. Your entrance and the slope going up Skymeadows Drive would be areas 
where you might want increased traction. Kurt and all the engineers have said that overlay is the best choice 
if you can afford it. Except where there is alligatoring, 1.5 in overlay is sufficient, a 35% savings from 2in. 

I. The bid from Lakeside Industries and unit costs in general are only “ball park figures” at the moment.  
There are other asphalt contractors available to do this work and they could be more cost effective (Pacific 
Rim Paving; Becktel’s Construction; and Island Asphalt).  



NOTES FROM MEETING WITH SHAUN OF LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES (Jim Cline) 26aug 2014 

Definitely should fill all the cracks we have identified. 

Should fill cracks in alligatoring. If we do this we should be able to overlay without digging and repairing 
except area at entrance. 

Area at entrance starting at about even with big “Skymeadows” sign up to the joint between old and 
new roadway needs to be dugout and repaired soon. Could be separate project. This area is about 45’ by 
20’. Do not need to go all the way to Libbey road. Make a cut at edge of Libbey Road to make a good joint 
when doing the overlay. Should not try to “feather” it in. 

Overlay of complete road system could be in a several years.  Could be in sections. 

He recommends 1 ½” everywhere except at the entryway section. 

We should scrape the edges of the road back about 2’ to keep debris and moss from degrading the 
asphalt. Someone from the Association with a back blade on a tractor could do this or we could get 
contractor with a small grader. 

He recommended a contractor for the crack filling. I will contact his ASAP. 

He will prepare an estimate. 

Note: My impression is that he basically agreed with Quin on everything. 

 

 



Evaluation of 12 Specific Areas by Kurt Gordon of Island Asphalt September 5, 2014 

Please note that measurements in the 12 headings are preliminary measurements made by Jim Cline and are not necessarily 
the measurements for a future contractor’s charges to us. Areas for crack sealing and two other areas for Wes or any other 
crack seal professional to repair at the same time (as recommended by Kurt) are highlighted in blue. 

#1 North of intersection of Snowberry and Skycrest – cutout by Comcast  

a. What to do: The only thing I’d recommend is to rake in some fines with asphalt and lay on top. If 
Wes is coming out to do crack sealing then this is also something he could take care of at that time.  

b. Current or past condition: The repair work that is already done here is pretty good. The only 
negative is that in a couple spots it currently holds water. 

c. What not to do:  No dig out is recommended nor required. 

#2 Snowberry near Homire/Vernon driveway – crack 10’ (Potential controversy here as to responsibility of 
SMCA or that of property owner) 

a. What to do:  You could fill these cracks, but … 

b. Current or past condition: …These cracks were caused by that tree which is now cut down.  This is 
typical root damage. Someone has previously tried to seal these cracks. However, there really is not 
much of a problem here because there is good positive flow of water away from this area. 

c. What not to do: no comment 

#3 Skycrest west of Grasser Hill –digout 10’x100’ 

a. What to do: Yes, a digout could be recommended for this area because this is a fairly flat area. The 
total cost for something like this would be around $4.00 / sq ft, but that unit price would come down if 
other areas were part of the bid. 

b. Current or past condition: This is not so critical a situation at this time. 

c. What not to do: I would not overlay before fixing this. 

#4’ Skycrest at Grasser Hill – crack A along Skycrest end of Grasser Hill 67’  

 a.- c. no comment—This was not addressed by Kurt; he inspected the area but was not impressed. 

#4’’Crack B 10 ft (10 ft? Seems more like 3 ft) up Grasser Hill width of street 23’  

a. What to do: Yes, this crack should be filled properly. You need a sealer with properties of elasticity 
over time.  

b. Current or past condition: The reason for this crack is that the culvert underneath is too shallow. 
There is not enough base material between the road surface and the top of the culvert and the 
forces from vehicles will cause this separation of the asphalt. Someone tried to repair this area in the 
past, but not with the best crack sealer material. 

c. What not to do: Do not fill this or any other cracks with the wrong material. 

#4’’’Crack C by mailbox 4’  



a. What to do: If you are already filling cracks then this could be added to the list.    

b. Current or past condition: This crack may not cause any damage to the base layer because there is 
good drainage from this area. 

c. What not to do: no comment 

#5 Skycrest near Wurzrainer  drive - crack 25’ (possibly 2.5 ft and not 25 ft) 

a. What to do: The only thing I see that could use some repair is the short (2.5 ft not 25 ft) crack 
coming out starting at the end-center of the driveway. 

b. Current or past condition: This short crack is not a major problem, but could be added to list if other 
cracks are being filled.  

c. What not to do: The shallow intermittent separations that seem to form a vein across the road are 
not a problem nor does it need any repair work. Also, if you mean the area of wear along the lane 
from tree to mailbox, then that is not anything that needs repair; this is an auger shadow left when 
the asphalt road was built.   

#6 South edge of Skycrest at cul-de-sac - 40’x 6’ 

a. What to do: Apply a 2-in thick overlay to this area and maintaining slope for runoff. This would be a 
project that Wes could do if he is also coming out to do crack sealing. 

b. Current or past condition: This area needs to be raised up, but that can be done in two different 
ways—asphalt overlay or a digout.  

c. What not to do: Given the current condition I would not recommend the extra cost of a digout here. 

#7 Skymeadow at Skycrest - crack 13’ 

a. What to do: If you mean the crack that crosses the street near water hydrant on Good’s property, 
then yes, this is a crack that needs sealing with the proper material. (see #8) 

b. Current or past condition: This is another situation caused by a shallow culvert situation and the 
action of heavy trucks coming through. 

c. What not to do: no comment 

#8 Skymeadow at Rowell drive - digout 7’x50’ and crack 8’ 

a. What to do: If by 8’ crack you mean the seam along the center line, then that could be sealed by 
Wes. Initially walking around this area he did not see any area in need of digout, but later in the day 
when he returned to take some measurements he noticed a bad area and then mentioned this over 
the phone: There is a lot of fatigue on the south side of Skycrest near the intersection with 
Skymeadow Dr. 

b. Current or past condition: no comment 

c. What not to do:  Digout is overkill and an unnecessary expense here. 

#9 Skymeadow at Cline Drive – digout small depression 



a. What to do: Yes, the only way to fix this is a digout, but that could become complicated. If you do it 
then I’d recommend a digout area of 8ft x 4ft. Just beware that there could you could run into 
something down there.  

b. Current or past condition: I am not 100% sure, but this could be due to a tree/log underneath. The 
organic material is decomposing over time and thus the depression forms.  

c. What not to do: Make sure that the digout area goes far enough uphill past the depression. 
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#10 Skymeadow at 25MPH sign – digout 25’x4’ (see #11) 

a. What to do: This could be a digout or an overlay fix. We/Kurt  may need to recommend on this area. 
Either we skipped it and went over to the other side of the street to look at the area described in #11 
or he just wasn’t that impressed with the damage. I’m not sure. 

#11 Skymeadow at “soliciting” sign – digout 8’x150’   

a. What to do: This area (on the opposite side of the street from where the 25 mph sign is located) 
might be repaired by a one ft deep digout; or alternatively a very thick overlay might also be 
sufficient. Actually, the size of the area with this problem is larger than 8’x150’—it really covers quite 
a long area ~180 ft long and to the center of the road. (see #10?) 

b. Current or past condition: Sometimes sub-base failure is a temporary change—the damage was 
done initially but the process has stabilized over time. If this is the case, then go with a thick overlay. 

c. What not to do: Possibly do not digout given that this is a sloping area and you have good positive 
flow in this section of the road. 

#12 Skymeadow at Libbey Rd – digout entire area about 115 ‘ into development. The width varies from  90’ 
at Libbey Rd to 22’ 

a. What to do: Kurt looked walked around and inspected this area. He returned later and did some 
measuring. He will get back to us about his recommendations and costs for repairing this area.  

b. Current or past condition: There are a lot of problems here. 

c. What not to do: It is not cost effective to do patch work in this area. 

+#13 Drainage area at south end of Snowberry near Schmucker Driveway—cracks, drain 

a. What to do: A patch-overlay would be the cheapest; a digout would be much more expensive. 

b. Current or past condition: This entire road is in good shape, but this area needs some work, but best 
to wait 6-8 years when you will need to give the road an overlay and then correct these things. 
Some crack filling work has been done at this end of the road previously, but not with the right type 
of crack sealer.  

c. What not to do:  This area is very shallow and you can’t add too much material without creating a 
dam somewhere. 



+#14 Digout areas in general proposed by engineers 

a. What to do: Such digout areas are legitimate whenever heavy traffic is running over the failed area. 

b. Current or past condition: In your neighborhood each area has to be separately considered for this 
approach. 

c. What not to do:  As I pointed out (see above) there are some repair areas in your neighborhood that 
will not require digout but rather can be restored with overlay. 

 

 

Compiled by Debra Paros, 9/9/14 
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Dear Road Committee:    From Debra Paros 23 September 2014 
 
I spoke to asphalt contractor Kurt Gordon today about scraping debris from asphalt road margins. Here are his 
concerns and recommendations. 
 
I) Yes, growth and debris needs to be kept back off the asphalt, especially if it is trapping and holding water 
there. (This is also in the DAVID-O report) 

ii) f you see water or moisture anywhere, then go out and shovel out by hand the material along that 
section. 

Iii) I asked him his opinion on using an implement on a tractor to scrape and he replied:  My concern is that 
you could easily chip off sections of asphalt unintentionally by doing this. If you need to remove material, try 
using hand equipment. 

iv) I asked him if he knew about rotary brush implements for tractors that could remove such 
debris/encroaching growth and he replied: I have not come across any such implements nor seen anyone doing 
that on roads, but maybe there is something available. 

a) However, I have seen people use a powered broom for routine maintenance of grounds and their roads, 
or for clean up after a landscaping project; this would be good to use in your neighborhood on a regular basis. 

b) Wes of Quality Asphalt Sealers has a powered steel wire  brush that he uses to remove moss from 
asphalt areas prior to doing asphalt repairs. This is a very intense scrubbing tool, and that is the only application 
I’ve seen it used for. 

v) His conclusion-like statements:  “In your neighbor just keep the road swept clean on a regular basis. Any 
areas where there is water pooling or moisture lingering then those are the areas to hand scrape nearby.” 

Thanks, 
Debra 
 



A SURVEY OF CRACKS AND ALLIGATORING DIGOUTS ON ROADS OF SKYMEADOW 
COMMUNITY.  15 August 2015 (Jim Cline & Mons Hoyrup) 

#1 North of intersection of Snowberry and Skycrest – cutout by Comcast needs to 
be filled before overlay and root swelling needs digout. 

#2 Snowberry near Homire/Vernon driveway – crack 10’ 

#3 Skycrest west of Grasser Hill –digout 10’x100’ 

#4 Skycrest at Grasser Hill –  

 a. crack A along Skycrest end of Grasser Hill 67’ 

 b. crack B 10 ft. up Grasser Hill width of street 23’ 

 c. crack C by mailbox 4’ 

#5 Skycrest near Wurzrainer  drive - crack 25’ 

#6 South edge of Skycrest at cul-de-sac - digout 40’x 6’ 

#7 Skymeadow at Skycrest - crack 13’ 

#8 Skymeadow at Rowell drive - digout 7’x50’ and crack 8’ 

#9 Skymeadow at Cline Drive – digout small depression 

#10 Skymeadow at 25MPH sign – digout 25’x4’ 

#11 Skymeadow at “soliciting” sign – digout 8’x150’   

#12 Skymeadow at Libbey Rd – digout entire area about 115 ‘ into development. 
The width varies from  90’ at Libbey Rd to 22’. 

Total number of cracks – Seven (7). 

Total length of cracks – One Hundred fifty (150) Ft. 
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